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CHAPTER 1

IMTRODGCTIQH : ' .

Selection testing is not neifo It is related in the 
Bible that Gideon selected his troops by observing how ' 
they drank from a stream0 In pre-Biblieal times boys had 
to prove their fortitude and emotional control to the elders 
of the tribe by showinga in various tests and ritualsa that 
they were worthy of acceptance into the status of manhood» 
Throughout man8s history he has devised means$ some crude8 
some refined, to Select the best men for some occupation or 
. particular'statmso'- /  ̂ \

The primary purpose of this study is to discover the 
feasibility of using a battery of certain, standardised tests 
as an adjunct to other personnei procedures for the selection 
of production^line foremen. In additions it purposes to ■
incorporate those tests demonstrating a useful degree of 
selectivity into a battefy for actual use in the personnel 
offices of the metal production company.where the testing 
was conducted, ' ;■

The study had its origin-in the desire of the company 
to improve the objectivity and accuracy of itsprocess for 
the selection and promotion of hourly-wage employees to the 
status of salaried foremeno Gompany officials believed that 
a worthwhile economy of time and expense might be effected 
if such a battery were incorporated into the traditional



procedure's currently in use =
Although this work is experimental? it follows the 

■ : approach used by;̂ :̂  experimentersc Selected stan- -
dardized tests were administered to a. criterion group 

' of personnel in the industry concerned and the'results
. were correlated with a defined: criterion of success« •. ‘ ;

.The -objectives of this study are identical with those --
of personnel testing as a. whole« Lower eostSj better labor- 

. management relations s and fewer supervise ry problems are : I -, 
outcomes to which, it is hoped, this study will contribute»

- '-'' REVIEW QF CURRENT LITERATURE ' - iv- ■ •

It: iS; the ddnsensus of current literature Searing; on v: ;
‘ this study that-’persdnnel testing is a valid, reliable, and 

iaseful tool in the selection of personnel0 The:bibliography 
which accompanies this thesis is consistent in its support 

' i  ; of - this claim Q ^ : f _ V ;'1 . v , v - ; : . . - . " . ■

Invthe preface to his booky Principles. of Personnel ■
Testing, Lawshe says: ■

The recent-war years have clearly demonstrated
...... the effectiveness of personnel tests, both in in- f x ■

dustry and in the military, services<, That they 
are genuinely useful managerial tools is attested 
by the fact that psychological tests, have been - 

f used in some industries for almost two decades.,,
• :' It is. unfortunate that there is such a limited amount

of research on the prediction of success in occupational ,

' . lo • Co Ho Lawshe, Principles of Personnel Testing (New York: %
• McGraw-Hill BOok Company, 1948), pe viio • ?vv i



adjustment it may be hypo the si zed, is
partly due to the ; reluct an g e d f, indus t hy to ptibl ici ze the j :
results of its private efforts in the field<, This reluctance 
is understandable In view of the highly competitive situation, 
in industry0 Another cause is the lack of trained personnel 
capable of administering testing programs and the lack of 
inf ormation concerning testing on the part"of management« 

/Despite the", relative lack of published data on test
ing for production-line foremen, ayaila ble informat ion in 
such studies as those of Shuman and Harrell makes a clear 
case for its: value o 'j'' i /t t

• PROCEDURE '

The procedure followed in this work was: standard in -
that it consisted of these steps: Job analysis, selection
of traits to be tested, selection of tests to be used, . - 
select ion of the criterion of success, administ ration of 
the tests, application of the eriteriqn, and validation®

An analysis of the work of the foremen in the plant 
was accbmpllshed over a period of two months» This length 
of time was consumed because time was available only at . 
the end of each weeko The results contributed littlefor 
they varied only in minute aspects from the job descriptions

2<, Jo To Shuman, "The Value of Aptitude Tests for Super
visory Workers in the Aircraft Engine atid Propeller 

. Industries Journal of Applied Psychology, 29:.1B5-*190, 
1945 o. • . .. .

3 o Willard Harreil, "Testing Cotton Mill Supervisors ,f! 
Journal of Applied Psychology, 24:31"35t 1940°
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already worked out "by the companye
An attempt to select traits from the job descriptions 

provided by the company was abandoned in favor of an empir
ical technique because of the intangible nature of the 
traits involved in the duties performed by the foremenc 
This involved selecting tests on the basis of their pre- 
vious performance in similar testing situations and ad
ministering them in the hope that there would be a signif
icant relationship between their results and the criterion 
of successo

The tests selected were; Form AA of the Bennett Test 
of Mechanical Comprehensions Otis Employment Tests Form D . 
of the Wonderlic Personnel Tests the Guilford-Martin Person
nel Inventory I, The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality In-., 
yentory, Form AA of the Revised Minnesota Paper Form Boards 
and the How Supervise? of File and. Remmers „

The Primary basis for the selection of the Bennett s
Otis^ and the Revised Minnesota Paper Form Board was the
-- . 4 . ;  ■ r ■ ■ ;' ' ■ . 'work of Shuman 3 who obtained favorable results with these

tests in selecting supervisory personnels v
In the ease of the Bennett8. Form AA was selected be- > 

cause it was believed that the more difficult forms would 
not be appropriate to the level being tested. Form AA was 
designed for high-school students p engineering school ap
plicants 5 and other relatively untrained groups. The men

4« Shuman, opc eit., pp. 1B5-190 =
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being tested were, in the majority, men with some degree 
of high-sehool training and no formal engineering train-
ins® .

The Otis Employment Test was chosen because it is the 
Otis-Self-Administering Test in a different format that 
contains no references to mental ability or to school*
This eliminates some of the resistance usually encountered 
when testing individuals in the factory worker class*
Form 2-A- was selected in order to test at the high-school 
level*

The Revised Minnesota Paper Form Board offers two, 
equivalent forms, which limits choice* Form AA was chosen 
on a purely •arbitrary basis* There is no reason for a : 
preference since the norms apply to either form* - : ;

There were two reasons for including the Wonderlic 
in the battery* First, the company had for some time been 
using the tests in its personnel screening procedure *
Since the form used. Form F, contained selected items from 
the Otis S=A, it was desired to determine whether the 
Wonderlic or the Otis would do the better job of selection* 
Second, the company desired to know if the Wonderlic has 
been selecting the better men as indicated by the criterion 
used for this study * Form D was chosen for the battery 
since it is equivalent to Form F*

■■■. 5 ■ ■  6 ■ :
As a result of the work of Dorcus and Mackie , the

5* I* M* "Dorcus, ,”A Brief Study of the Humm-Wadsworth Tern-, 
perament Scale.and the Guilford-Martin Personnel Inven
tory in an Industrial Situation,” Journal of Applied 
Psychology, 20;302-3G7, 1944°
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Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory I was included in the 
batteryo Furthers it is useful in identifying the poten
tial troublemaker in an industrial situation according to
■■■■. .. ' 7 _ . ■ ; ' ;v;; . ’ 'Martino : •

The How Supervise? was included because it had demon
strated some value in validation studies by File and Rem=8 ■ "  . • . - ;: 

merso Since it is a. measure of attitudes, it was believed :
that its application was pertinent in view of the intangible 
nature of the traits involved^ .

The Minnesota Multiphasie Personality Inventory was
. ' ■ .  ■ ;  - v .  ■ ■ 9  ;
not intended as a test for use in personnel selection0
Studies in occupational or preoccupational differences by,
- 10 • - ' 11. ; . 12 -Vi,:,; . .,.-
Lough , Verniaud , and Lewis indicated that there .

6o Ro Ro Mackie, T?Moms and Validities of 16. Test Variables 
for Predicting Success of Foremenunpublished Masterfs 
thesis, The University of Southern California,. Los 
Angeles, 1948=

7o Ho Go Martin, ^Locating the Troublemaker With the 
Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventory,n Journal of 
Applied Psychology „ 28:461-467, 1944o : :

8o Qo Wo File and Ho Ho Remmers, ^Studies in Supervisory 
Evaluation," Journal of Applied Psychology, 30:421-425.

„ 1946=: v  ̂ •; i ,
96 Do So Super, Appraising Tooational Fitness (New York:
: Harper and Brothers, 1 9 4 9 7 7 ^ r 3 m o~ ™ ” ; : ; -
10 I 0= Mo Lough, "Teachers College Students and the Min- 
: nesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory," Joumal
; of Applied Psychology, 30:241-247, 1946o :• ;

11o Wo Mo Verniaud, "Occupational Differences in the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory," Journal •

12c Jo Ao Lewis,: "Ktider Pref erence Record- and MMPI Scores 
for Two Occupational Groups," Journal of Applied 
Psychology, 11r194-201, 1947 °
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were some significant trends in some of the MMPI scales» 
Coupling this evidence with the assumptions that each scale 
is a dichotomized continuum and that the true content of 
each scale is not necessarily reflected in its name or . 
label; it seemed possible that some of the scales would per
form a selective function within their normal ranges«, On 
this basis, the test was included.in the batterye

Following the selection of the testss a meeting with . 
the top managerial echelons was held and an attempt was 
made to orient all of those present to the purposes of the 
testing program and the benefits to be derived from ito 
It was stressed that participation by the foremen was not 
mandatory and would in no way affect their status With the. 
company« This had unfortunate consequences.; statistically> 
in that Kf$ expected to 79; was only 45 =

The result of this meeting was an information sheet 
which was distributed to all .personnel concerned<, This 
sheet answered all of the questions about which testees 
.usually have concern and referred them to their supervisors 
for further informationo The supervisors had also attended 
the meetingo

A few weeks later; a meeting was held with the'men who 
were to do the rating» The ostensible purpose of this 
gathering was to indoctrinate the raters in the theory 
and use of the rating scale» Actually, it was designed 
to give the supervisors a stake in the program in the hope 
that they would communicate to-the men in their charge .
some feeling of responsibility for participation0



■ The result was the 'compilation of a list,-of' character
istics to be ratedo This list was distributed to super
visors and office heads with the request that they select 
ten of the qualities listed and indicate their rank order 
of importanceo When these lists were returned? those 
characteristics which appeared most frequently were chosen 
to be used on the rating scale»

The scale itself was.constructed so that each rater 
could rate one man against another in the group under his 
command on each of eight characteristics<, These were: 
loyalty3 cooperations objectivity9 judgment, agreeableness 
control 9 brains, and.production= A brief operational- 
definition of each-term was provided and a five-point 
numerical scale was presented on which the rater could 
check his judgment of each man =, In consideration of the 
lack of training of the raters, a scale of more than five 
points would probably have been too refined for accurate 
use6 The use of the numerical scale was justified in the 
belief that it would invoke in the rater an attitude more 
conducive to objective measurement = A modified example 
of the rating scale form may be found in Appendix A.

Distribution of rating points was forced by requiring 
that each rater place only so many men on any one level 
of the scale» For example, if a man were rating ten men 
he could place no more than two on any one level, while if 
he were rating fifteen men he could place no more than 
three men on any one level»
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This forcing procedure kept the ratings distributed 
over a range of from eight to forty points9 thereby elim
inating the weakness of some untrained raters to exhibit 
:a marked central tendency*

Without being given any prior warning, the raters were 
asked to go through the whole process again after six weeks 
had passed. This was necessary in order to determine the 
reliability of the ratingso - '

At the same time that the re-ratings were being done9 
an attempt was made to get the raters to rate their men 
on a pass-fail basis. The result was a failurey Company 
officials expressed the opinion; that the pass-fail rating 
was too threatening to the raters and that they may have 
feared that the company might fake aption on the basis of 
the pass-fail ratings. , V  '

The next step in the program was the administration 
of the tests. A, meeting Was held with management officials 
and they indicated that the men were not to lose company 
time in taking the battery.■This made it necessary for 
the men to come in for the tests on their own time. It 
was decided that the men- would be fresher and in a better 
frame of mind to take the tests if they came in before 
their shift started. To accomplish this with a minimum 
of lost time and effort, a schedule was made up by the • 
personnel department and distributed to all department 
heads. This schedule listed the fast period times for 
each shift and the order in which the tests would be pre- 
■ sented. - 'I f
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The order of the test s was planned in accordance with 
the principles set forth in Super*s Appraising Vocational 
Fitnesso The first test period was composed of the 
Bennetton which the testees could develop some confidence 
and which seemed pertinent to the purpose of the battery<,
This was followed by the Otis3 which requires an alert .
mind and the ability to concentrate<,

The second test period was to be devoted to the MMPI
in order that its “loaded*’ items could be forgotten before 
the entire battery was concluded»

It was planned that the third period should open with 
the Paper Fora Board and finish with the Guilford-Martin 0 
Because neither of these tests is particularly threatening ’ 
to the testee. and because they do.have items that might 
provoke discussion among the test-takers, it was thought 
that they might help to extirpate any after-effects of 
the MMPIo

The final test period was to open with the Wonder!ie 
since it is only twelve, minutes longs and close with the 
How Supervise? 5, which is untimed<, Unfortunately, a lengthy 
delay in receipt of the Guilford-Martin necessitated a 
slight reshuffling of the planned.sequence3 but it did not ; 
militate against the effective presentation of the bat
tery* Each test period was planned to take an hour0

As each man presented himself for the first part of

■13 o Super, opo cit«, p . 70°
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the battery he was assigned a number with which to identify 
his test papers» This device was used to insure that no 
one connected with the company would know what scores any 
individual made on the test and to give the testees refuge 
in the anonymity of numberso

Strict adherence to administration procedures out
lined in the test manuals was observed= In order to elim
inate the possibility of an error in timing^ two watches 
were usedo .. . . . f

Since none of the groups numbered over twenty 3 no 
extra proctor was necessaryo '

Owing to sickness, automobile trouble, and other 
causes, some men missed their scheduled testing periods^ 
These men were accounted for in two make-up sessions when 
the schedule was finished®

One application of the criterion consisted of cal
culation of eta8s and Pearson r?s to determine the extent 
to which the rating variable accompanied or was dependent 
upon the several test variables® These results will be 
considered at greater length in Chapter II of this thesis®

A further application of the criterion was the 
development of cutting scores to determine what percent 
of desirable employees was selected and what percent of 
undesirable employees was rejected® An elaboration of 
this procedure will be found in Chapter II®

The final step in any testing program is validation®
A common procedure is cross-validation, but in the absence
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of the equivalent groups vital to this methods a longitudin
al validation will have to be undertaken in the future• In 
this methodj the scores of all personnel who take the bat= 
tery.j plus periodic ratings administered on the same rating 
scales used in this study by the same persons who made out 
the criterion ratings, will be compared to the original 
findings o ■

Thus far, an attempt has been made to introduce the 
thesis topic s review, in brief, the current literature, and 
outline the methodology of the study= Ensuing chapters 
will present the results of the testing program and their 
analysis and a summary pf,the thesis9 g



PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

- In any testing situation where test scores are to fee 
correlated with ratings ? it is desirable to determine the 
reliability of the ratingso Some studies similar to this 
one.g such, as the work of Bennett and Fear g can fee taken to 
task because the reliability of the ratings used -was not 
reported» When this situation exists s the results of the 
study are open to criticismo - .

As a result of the rate and. re-rate procedure mentioned 
in the preceding chapter^ a reliability coefficient of 086 
was obtainedo This r •may be an indication of adequate re
liability since Symonds found that the self-consistency

' 1 ' ; ■ ■ ■ -'', '  - _ ' ' : ' ■ _ ; , . ' . . ■ 2 : .
of the average judge on a single trait is -only about =55 =

One method for increasing the reliability is to have
the judge rate a number of subjects on one trait % then on
anotherg and so on= The summing of the partially independent

it,/;. ' / - - -'3 1aspects of personality achieves a more reliable estimate= ’
The ratings for this thesis were accomplished in this manner=

lo Go Ko Bennett and Ro Ao Fear.g.: ̂ Mechanical Comprehension
and. Dexterity/8 Personnel Journal <, 22:12-17; 1943 °; . 's

20 Po Mi Symonds, Diagnosing Personality and Conduct .
( New York : D = Applet on- Gent ury Gompany Inc = r 1931),.;/ ip=: 29g:. 35o, j; %/'-/ i :/:.// :,v' /-h

3o Ross St anger 3 Psychology. of Personality (New York: f;,/McGraw-Hill Company 3 Inc = s 1948) 3 p/ ■ 29o ' / - -: - - --



' ' ■■■ . • -■ 4It has been argueds in the case of Shuman * s study 
that reliabilities were so high as to indicate possible 
contamination owing to discussion between raters and rating 
instructoro This criticism does not apply to this thesis 3 
Since. contacts between -the raters; and the person conducting 
the testing program.was limited to two orientation meetings 
The -few directions for making out the ratings were attached 
to the rating forms« •

In deriving the statistical results of the tests useds 
it was deemed necessary to use raw scores in some cases and 
standard scores in others»

In most instancess the total score of the ratings was 
used rather than the partyscores for the eight separate 
Characteristicso The exception to this is the Guilford- 
Martin. ' " . . ■; ;:x; . - , :: - 'i:; h:- ' : ;;V::v

For the purpose of determining the percentages sel
ected , and eliminated and deriving cutting scores 3 those 
men scoring above the mean of the:total rating score;were , 
considered to be the better men or the desirable personnel. 
Those men scoring below the mean were considered s for the - 
purposes of this study3 to be the undesirable personnel 
although most of them were performing their duties satis
factorily in the opinion of their immediate supervisors.

4° Shumans o^o cit. ypp. 1S5-19G o



Once the mean of the rating was determinedj it was a . 
simple matter to. select some arbitrary point along the 
distributions of the separate tests that would select and 
eliminate the optimal proportions of personnelo

To determine the significance of the results 3 the 
¥allaee=Snedecor,tables were usedo Guilford has indicated
that these tables are e?a more convenient and practical pro-. . 5 ,.v v 1 '
cedure =n To check the accuracy of the-tables, Fisher8 s
' ; ' 6 ' ■ . t formula for small samples, was used'with a random sam

pling of the derived eoeffieientSo These results, were con
sistent with those of the Wallace-Snedecor tables0

In the.case of the Otis 3 the raw score was correlated 
with the total rating^ score o . This gave am r of =12 8 which 
was not significantj and an eta of oS 0 s significant at the 
Ifo levelo A minimum cutting score of 51 was set , which 
selected 45% of the desirable men and eliminated $3% of the 
undesirable meno This critical score is about 20 points 
higher than that set by Shuman for the foremen in his study 
but is identical with the score he used for inspectors <?

Table I on page 16 lists the eta®s and Pearson rts 
with their indicated significance at the 1% and 5% levels 
of. eonfidenee o On page If will be founds, in Table II3 
the cutting scores and percentages selected and eliminatedo

5o Jo Po Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology 
and Education (New Yorks McGraw-Hill Boole Company, Inc» 
1950} s. po 211'o -, ■ . . . ■ .

6o Guilford5, op,o cit.» p 0 22?o .
?0 Shuman a op0 eit.« ppo 165-190.
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M & m , - e$s8 and ,levels of signiftgange
.• ..FOE THE TEST BATTERY ,, . ..

> - - : N , . Levels of Levels of
Significance Significance

TEST  ̂ ' r • 1^ 5^ ■ eta 1% 5%
OTIS =12 oSO *
BENNETT =31 ' « : . :" ‘ ..
. WONDERLie . > =2B' • - ‘ j ;
KIMNo P;0 ' Fo B= ' olA . • .
HO# SUPERVISE? ' old , / A - :
GtflLFORD-MARTIN old ■ : ,
HO# SUPERVISE? :
COMPANY POLICIES -=1S ' :
SUPERVISOR OPINION 029 *
SUPERVISORY PRACT = =21 '
GUlLFORD=MARTIN
COOPERATIVENESS =2d .=62 *
AmEBABLENESS ' =02 > ’ =46 *
OBJECTIVITY - ' =09 v'v^; =65 *

^Asterisk denotes significance



TiBIS II
CUTTING SCORES AND PERCENTAGES OP. SELECTION 
; . AHD .EI,IMINATlON POR.THE TEST;BATTEEI \;
. I ‘: CUTTIIG SCORES '(RAW: SCOEES)

Mem Above ' Men Below 
■ .. / Bating Mean Rating Mean

TEST Minimum , ' % Selected % Eliminated
OTIS 51 ■ ' 45 ; 83
BEN11TT . 41' - " ' 64 ; ' . 70
WbNBEBLIC A 26 \ ' . -I 45-'. . 74
MINNo P o > 0 Bo : 3S 59 48
HOW SUPERVISE? ' . 40 50 70
guTlfqrd-mabtin 1 # 45 56
HOW SUPERVISE? - 
COMPANY POLICIES 12 50 -52
SUPERVISOR"OPINIONS : 16. ; " 54 65
SUPERVISOR! PRACT o 14 41 65

^Standard scores used here
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T W  raw score of the Bennetts correlated with the ' .
rating total score ̂ gave an r pf «319 #iiGh 1s tignifieant 
at the 5% /ierelo Ho eta was derivedt A cutting score of 
41 selected 6k% of the better men and eliminated 70% of the 
poorer men<, This is eleven points higher than the critical 
score established by Shuman3 hut it represents the 75th 
percentile for industrial workers in a paper factory3 one 
of the few true industrial■norms published in the test manual0 

The r for total rating.score -and raw score on the 
Wonderlle was = 2B o 'This figure is not signifiCanto No 
eta was availableo A cmtting score of 26 selected 45% hf 
the desirable.personnel and eliminated'74$ of the undesirable 
meno Although the Wonderlic is an adaptation of the Otis2 
it may be seen that the. Otis does a better job of elimination
while selecting the .same percent o The results of the Wonder-

" :: : v " ; - 4 , ;  / , :  ■ , : . - .  9lie are consonant with those reached by McMurry and Johnson
in that there is no signlfleant correlation between intelli
gence and ratings for factory jobs0 This also applies to 
the results achieved with the Otis in this battery, with 
respect to linear correlation0

Bo -Shuman, ope cito, pp0 185-190,
9.o Eo .No McMurry and Io Lo Johnson3 ^Development of Instru

ments for Selecting and Placing Factory Employees^9 
Advertising Management, 101113-120„ 1945 ° - -



The raw score of- the Minnesota Revised^ Paper Form .
Boards correlated, with the total rating score3 gave an : 
insignificant r of »14 and did not supply an eta0 This
figure agrees fairly well with.that obtained by Sartain«

- . . ' ' . . : : 11 ■ ; ;■ : 
while deviating from that found by Shumano A cutting score
of 38 selected 59% and eliminated

Four sets of calculations were run on the How Supervise?0 
First s it was necessary to correlate the total raw score 
with the total rating scoreo; This gave an r of 018 3 which 
was. not significant o Following this5, correlations were 
made between the three part-=scores of the test and the . 
total rating score,, '

The Company Policies part-soore gave an r of ■= d S « 
the Supervisor Opinions gave an r of <>29s and the Supervise 
pry Practices gave an r of =210 Of these5, only the Super
visor Opinions gave a significant r-at the 5% level<,

A Cutting score of 40 on.the How Supervise? total 
score selected 50% and eliminated 70^o This critical score 
corresponds to the 65th percentile on the published norms 
for lower level supervisors j) but only to the 25th percentile 
for higher level supervisors0 This difference may help to 
explain the negative r on the Company Policies part-score ?

10 o Ao Qo Sartain j, ^Relation Between Scores on Certain
Standardised Tests and Supervisory Success in an Air- craft Factory11 Journal of Applied Psychology9 30:

. 328-332, 19461,
11o Shuman, opo cito, pp. 185-190«
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in that lower level supervisory: personnel tend.,to possess 
less ability to appraise and evaluate policy and its function 
in industry c, y

On the Company Policies part=scorer a cutting score 
of . 12 selected 50% and eliminated 52%:9 while on the Super
visor Opinions part-score a cutting score of 16 selected 
5k% and eliminated 65foo The Supervisory Practices cutting
score of 14 selected .41^ and eliminated. 65^0

In making the Guilford-Martin correlationsr standard 
Scores; were used o’ The total test -score was correlated with . 
the total rating score to give an r of dSg which was not 
significanto By referring to Table 1 it may be seen that 
when the:Guilford-Martin part-scores were correlated with 
their corresponding rating part-scores^ the Cooperativeness 
scale gave :;an r of o 2S and an eta of .062.5 the Agreeableness
scale gave an r of o02 and an eta of o4d3 and the Object
ivity scale gave an r of o09 and an eta of o65o

It may be seen that none of the ris were significant 5 : 
while all of the eta’s were significant at the 1% levelQ 
Despite this 5 the results can not be considered significant 
owing to the fact that the number of columns and rows was . 
ektremely smallo As Guilford has pointed out 5 a serious
.weakness of eta is that its size depends upon the number of

' ... 12 ' Ih... , ; / .
columns or rowso

120 Guilford5 ©po cjto „■ Po 323 °
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The coefficientsi, however significant or questionable,,
. - . - ■' . ' 13compare favorably with the result s of MackieY s work o The

important difference is that the number in Mackie6 s produc=> 
tion group was 2893 while the number of the group on which 
this study was made was only 45= This difference is import= 
ant for it allows for greater degrees of freedom ands in 
consequence, gives greater significance to smaller rtsV In 
addition, Maekie?s evidence supports the indications of 
non-1inearity in the part-scores for Objectivity and Agree
able ness »

In computing.the statistical relationships for the Min
nesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, the standard 
scores or Te scores for each characteristic were correlated 
with the total rating scores As indicated in the MMPI sup- 
plementary manual, the K correction was applied to the scores 
for Hypochondriasis, Psychopathic Deviate, Psychoasthenia, 
..Schizophrenia, and Hypomaniao

The r?s and eta’s and their significances are listed
in Table III on page 22 and the cutting scores and percent
ages of selection and elimination may be found in Table IT 
on page 23»

It will be seen that none of the r?s were significant, 
but that the eta’s derived were substantial0

The first scale dealt with was Hypochondriasis (Hs)o ^
Here, the r was <,09o A minimum-maximum cutting^ score Of ' :

13o Mackie, opo cito ,



TABLE III
ETA?S ? R ’Sy AID LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE V - 
: " FOR MMPI SUB»TESTS; ;

Levels of Levels of
Significance Significance

SCALE r 1% eta . 1%
HYPOCHONDRIASIS IG9 '
DEPRESSION' " ' " • »22 '.r -
HYSTERIA = o02 I A;.:' '
PSYGHbPATHIC DEV. =05 , I - :
INTEREST'SCALE " v •

' -(-MASGo“FEMININE) =03 =93 \ ^
PARANOIA “olS =95 »
PSYGHASTHENIA ^=07 ■ . - ;
SGHIZOPHRENIA =00 • : ' =88 ■ v v *

• HYPbmNIA ' \ ==06: I • ' A ; =96 . :; : : ̂

^Asterisk denotes significance
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; ■ ; TABLE I¥:.
GBTTIITG S€GEES &1B PERGEiTACES 
OF.SELECTION AND ELIMINATION 
: FOR,MMPI.SUB-TESTS

CUTTING SCORES (STANDARD SCORES)
SCALE Mininum Maximum
HYPOCHONDRIASIS 54 ; : ' %2 ' : 59 o
DEPRESSION - - 52 75 ' 64 ' 74
HYSTERIA \ 53 - : 6S ■ 52
PSYCHOPATHIC DE7o; y; ,, : 69 4 ''; 54 ' \ 3 43 ;
INTEREST SCALE 
CMASGo^FEraiNE} •: ;■ 53 : 59 - : . 56
pM toia ' ̂  ; ; 54 86 ■ : 30
psy® aOtheniA'1 " ■ 74 64 52
scHildPHRiNii ; ■ v •• : ::472 ■■ '-3':' 65 . 48
HfPOMANIA'' " 60 : ■ 59 43
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54-72 seleeted 59f> and eliminated 3 5foa
■ The Depression (D) scale gave an r of 022 and with 

a minimnm=maximimi cutting score of 52-75 selected 64% and 
eliminated 74^° ;

The Hysteria (Hy) scale gave an r of =0G2 and with
a.maximum cutting score of 53 selected 68% and eliminated
J 2%0.. ; , ' "

The Psychopathic Deviate (Pd) scale gave an r of >05 
and with a maximum cutting score of 69^ selected 54% and 
eliminated 43%o

The Interest (liT) or masculinity-femininity scale 
.gave an r of o03 and an eta of o93o The eta is significant 
at the 1% levels ‘ & maximum cutting score of 53 selected 59% 
and eliminated 56%o 3- ■

The Paranoia ,(Pa) scale gave an r of - o 1.8 and an eta .
of o95o This eta is signifleant at the 1% level= A max- -
imum cutting score of 54 seleeted 86% and eliminated 3©%=

The Psyehasthenia (Ft) scale -gave an r of >o©7° A .
maximum cutting, score of 74 selected 64% and eliminated 52%o 

The Sehizophrenia (Sc) scale gave an r of oOQ and am 
eta of 0885, which is sign!ficant at the 1% levelo A max
imum cutting score of 72 seleeted 65% and eliminated 48%°

The final scale3 Hypomania (Ma) 3 gave an r of -=o06a
and an eta of °96° Here8 again> the eta is significant at 
the 1% levele A maximum cutting score of 60 selected 59% 
and eliminated 43%®



Inspection of the preceding data in this chapter will 
show that three of the tests in this hattery have demonstra 
ted statistieal significance and power in selection and 
eliminationo These are' the Otis s the Bennett, and ■ the Ml'/jPI 

It is not within the scope, of this thesis to consider, 
at any length, other possibilities inherent in any of the 
tests used3 other than those outlined in the introduction^ 
It would seem, however, that the Depression scale of the 
MMPI would lend itself to further studyv The results it 
gave indicate that it may need, re-defining to allow for 
inclusion of some statement of measure similar to that of 
Guilford^s thinking introversion-ejctroversion as described 
on the Guilford-Martin Temperament Profile Chart

-•‘Available from The, Sheridan Supply Company, .Beverly 
Hills, Californiao : - .



GHiPTER III

' . : S H W R I  AM) GOlcmiCSS

The purpose of this thesis was to discover the feas
ibility of using certain standardised tests as an adjunct 
to other more traditional proGedmres for the selection of 
production-line foremen*; Moreover3 it was purposed to in
corporate those tests demonstrating an adequate selective 
function into a battery for use in the plant where the test
ing program was carried out »:

Accomplishment of this goal was sought on an empir
ical basis 0% Selected standardized tests were administered 
to a criterion group of men working as production-line 
foremeno  The results of these tests were correlated with a 
defined criterion of success * In addition j, the selective 
and eliminative power of the tests was determined by the 
establishment of cutting- scores which would select and 
eliminate the optimal percentages of men scoring above and 
below the rating mean* .

It has been shown that three of the seven tests in 
the battery possess ' statistical significance and discrimin
atory power 0 These were the OtiSp the Bennetta and the 
MMPlo The Otis gave an eta of = SO s significant at the 1% 
levelg and with a minimum cutting score of 51 selected 45% 
of the. desirable personnel and eliminated 8 3 %  of the un
desirable *  -  The Bennett gave an r of o  3 1 3  significant at the 
5^ levels and with a minimum.cutting score of 41 selected
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6lffo of the better men and eliminated 70% of the poorer men =.
The IfflPI gave no significant r8s3 but did give four eta8s 
that were significant at the 1% level□ The Interest (Mf) 
scale gave an eta ©f <>93 a the Paranoia (Pa) scale an eta of 
99$3 the Schizophrenia (Sc) scale an eta of o8S3 and the Hy- 
pomania (Ma) scale an eta of =960 Of these four scaleŝ , 
howevers only one selected or eliminated high percentages 0 
The Paranoia . (Pa) scale, with a maximum cutting score of .541 
selected $6% of the desirable personnel and eliminated 30$•
-of the Undesirables o .

One other scale of the MMPT, the Depression (D.) scale, 
gave neither a significant r nor an eta, but with a minimum^ 
maximum cutting score of $2=75 selected 64$ of the desirable 
foremen and eliminated 64$ of the undesirable meBo , '

.Since these tests, the Otis, Bennett9---and MMPI3 take 
approximately two hours;to administer and do hot entail 
any particular difficulty in their administration, it may be 
'said that their use for the purpose of selecting and promoting 
hourly-wage employees to the position-of foremen is feasibled

The results of a testing program must be validatedc 
In the absence ©f the equivalent groups essential to a cross-: 
validation, it will be necessary, in the future, to carry 
out a longitudinal validation0 This will involve testing 
and rating all future candidates with the: rating forms and : 
the three tests selected as a result of this work6 The scores 
will then have to be compared to those of this thesis0 It 
will serve to eliminate some variation if the same raters
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who served for this study will do the rating in the futureo 
Two conclusions may be inferred from the evidence 

presented % ' - - v ; ■:
lo The three selected tests constitute„ to the more 

traditional personnel selection procedures 3 an adjunct of ' 
much potential valueo

2o Before any conclusiph can be reached, with finality8 
a longitudinal validation must be performed»

LIMXTATTCWS OF: STtmT

There are .three outstanding limitations to. which 
this study is subjecto First8 there is the possibility that 
the small K has affected the results to such an extent as 
to render them inadequate^' Second3 there are no bases for 
correcting the results for pre-selection =, Thirds it was 
noted that as the testing.program progressed2 the motivation 
of -the foremen suffered to a marked extent owing to theit 
resentment athaving to take the tests on their own time0 
This situation was aggravated by the fact that they were 
putting in a lot of overtime for which they drew no pay®
This resentment was expressed to the tester by more than 
half of the men® In view of these limitationss it is're" 
commended that the results be used with extreme caution»

SUGGESTION FOR FURTHEB RESEAECH

Three possibilities for futurs research have.presented 
themselves-%s a result of this thesis® First5 'the extent



to which negative motivation affects testing results in an 
industrial situation should be determined„ Second9 the 
Depression (D) scale should be used on a large enough pop
ulation tt determine whether or not shrinkage would take place, 
with repeated correlation attempts0 Further<, . a re-defining ; 
of the scale in terms of Guilfordvs thinking introversion- V
extroversion seems to be indicated0 Third3 the How Super
vise? test9 although it did not discriminate as well as 
other measures in the batteryj, shows some promise9 and its : 
possibilities should be further investigatedo

. ' ' iIn aecord with Lawshe?s o p i n i o n t h e  most promising 
psychological measurements for use in selection are those 
measuring attitudes and beliefs» Accordingly further re- , . .
search with such measures is indie at edo -

lo Lawshe9 ©£» cit o n. p 0 172<,
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APPENDIX A

CONTROL

Can he handle his group of men? Are they 
a team with him calling the signals? Can 
he bring pressure to bear at the risk of 
unpopularity? Can he influence his men 
to move?

6 POINTS

4 POINTS

3 POINTS

2 POINTS

1 POINT

33

Name of Enter

O
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APPENDIX A

PROCUCTION

Does he maintain a high level of quantity 
and quality? Is he conscious of the 
price of spoiled production? Does he 
seek ways to keep costs down?

5 POINTS

4 POINTS

3 POINTS

2 POINTS

1 POINT

Name of Enter

O


